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Los Angeles Bibliography - Society of Architectural Historians This guidebook has it all for the amateur LA architecture sleuth on a quest to discover the vast and important treasures in the Los Angeles area--interesting.

Southern California Institute of Architecture is a good spot to spend a few hours. You’ll locate it in Los Angeles, a city that draws travelers from all over the world. There are as many as 25 accommodations within a radius of just 2 miles of Southern California Institute of Architecture. Try The Standard Downtown LA, just 1 mile away, the Sheraton Grand Los Angeles, 1 mile away, or the Omni Los Angeles Hotel at California Plaza, 1 mile away. Well-known establishments to rest your head are the Ritz-Carlton, Los Angeles and the JW Marriott Los Angeles L.A. LIVE. If you stroll through the streets near Southern California Institute of Architecture, you will soon find yourself at Van Leeuwen Ice Cream. Have a coffee, munch on some sweet treats and take in the sights and sounds.
Southern California Institute of Architecture (SCI-Arc) is a private university focused on architecture and located in Los Angeles, California. Founded in 1972, SCI-Arc was initially regarded as - both institutionally and artistically - more avant-garde than traditional architecture schools based in the United States. It consists of approximately 500 students and 80 faculty members, some of whom are practicing architects. It is based in the quarter-mile long (0.40 km) former Santa Fe Freight Depot in While Southern California is rich in architectural variation, Googie—exemplifying the collision of car culture and the Jet Age futurism that bloomed after World War II—is arguably the signature style of the region. Cantilevered roofs, starbursts, and hard angles are all themes in Googie architecture, notes ArchDaily. A guide to surviving and enjoying The Grove. Los Angeles heatwave hangouts: 24 free and air conditioned places to beat the heat. LA's coolest ride: Angels Flight is a trip back in time. Get to know LA's iconic places and architecture An illustrated guide to Los Angeles architecture. The ultimate guide to Los Angeles movie and television filming locations. 255 S Santa Fe Ave, Los Angeles, CA, America. View on Map. Reviews. Write a Review. 5.0. Film Studio. California State Route 1.